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TIMBERLOOK IS A MODERN UPVC SYSTEM THAT REPLICATES HERITAGE DESIGNS
HAND-CRAFTED FOR CHARACTER AND CONSERVATION PROJECTS, BUT WITH A MINIMAL
AND UNDERSTATED APPEARANCE THAT IS JUST AS IDEAL FOR CONTEMPORARY PROPERTIES

NO UNSIGHTLY
TRICKLE VENTS

DEEP BOTTOM RAIL
OPTION AVAILABLE
OUR NEW 28-PAGE

BROCHURE WILL DO ALL
THE SELLING FOR YOU!

CALL US ON

01253 888222
TO GET YOUR
SHOWROOM
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PAS24 CERTIFIED

|

SPECIFY TO DOCUMENT Q

|

ON-SITE GLAZING | 70MM FRAME

Accepted as a variation on Condition
11, they are considered to successfully
mimic traditional ﬂush casements, and
care has been taken over details such
as the cill and trickle ventilation…
Heritage Oﬃcer, Cotswold Council

THE BEST INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL
DESIGN AVAILABLE IN A FLUSH SASH

MORTISE & TENON LOOKS | CHOICE OF COLOURS & WOODGRAINS | MATCHING FLUSH DOOR
TIMBERLOOK is the Flush Sash system from Aﬀordable Windows. It boasts an authentic square mortise and tenon looking
fabrication for both the sash and outerframe - with none of the diagonal mitred joints that normally identify uPVC windows.
Featuring a night latch as standard, and with unique design options like a deep bottom rail, traditional cill details, and
concealed trickle ventilation - TIMBERLOOK windows are virtually identical to the most expensive wooden windows.

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION | 60MM SASH SIZE | SLIM ASTRAGAL ‘COTTAGE’ BAR

AFFORDABLE WINDOWS

TIMBERLOOK

FLUSH SASH
HERITAGE WINDOW

For more information, contact PHIL MYERS

01253 888222 / 07817 816663
sales@timberlook.com
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LIGHT AND SHADE
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News

Garage Door Installation Leads
To Hefty Fine And 11 Month
Homeowner Hotel Bill

Just as Hormann has been
enticed to FIT Show to specifically promote its garage
doors, installers have been
warned about the risk of asbestos – with one firm getting
a big HSE fine and stuck with
the house holder’s 11-month
hotel bill.
Preston Magistrates’ Court
heard how on 9 October 2019,
two employees of Garage Doors
(Northern) Ltd, were carrying
out work to remove an existing
integrated garage door and fit a
new door at a property.
The workers removed old fittings from the side of the garage
door with an angle grinder and
some of the ceiling fittings with
a crowbar. Holes were drilled

into the ceiling to fit new roof
bars and in doing so they
caused damage to the ceiling,
which was made of Asbestos
Insulating Board (AIB).

Hotel bill
The resulting dust containing
asbestos fibres was spread
through the house via the central
heating system, resulting in the
homeowner having to leave his
home and live in an hotel for
eleven months, whilst the house
was deep cleaned to remove all
traces of asbestos fibres.
Garage Doors (Northern) Ltd is
now being chased for the bill
and compensation.
An investigation by the Health
and Safety Executive found that

despite undertaking work on a
building built before 2000, a
suitable and sufficient assessment to establish whether asbestos was liable to be present
in the premises and what type of
asbestos containing material
may have been present, was not
carried out prior to the start of
the job. Subsequent testing of
the material came back positive
for Chrysotile and Amosite.
Garage Doors (Northern)
pleaded guilty to breaching Regulation 6 (1) of the Control of
Asbestos Regulations 2012 and
Section 3(1) of the Health and
Safety at Work etc. Act 1974.
The company was fined
£10,000 and ordered to pay
costs of £1,589. i

Roll Up,Roll Up – Garage Doors
At FIT Show 2021
FIT show 2021 will see Hörmann UK exhibiting its range
of garage doors together
with premium entrance
doors and Smart technology.
RollMatic T has been developed to address the requirements of an increasingly
competitive UK roller garage
door
market.
Specifically
designed to be quick and easy
to fit, the door is supplied in two
sturdy and easily transportable
boxes containing all the
components needed to install
and operate the door, with preassembled and pre-drilled components reducing preparation
time on site.

Demonstrations illustrating
just how quick and easy the
RollMatic T door is to install will
take place on the Hörmann
stand throughout the show.
Hörmann automated sectional garage doors, which are
supplied with Secured by
Design as standard, will feature
a number of the new colours
and finishes now available. On
show will be the new Slategrain finish, which replicates
the natural finish and structures
of slate and the Duragrain
Individual Print which offers the
ability to print individual
images onto the surface of the
garage door. i
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Dizzy – New Roundabout In
Wirral Causes Worries And LTN
Fines Spiral Out Of Control
Drivers in Merseyside fear a
nightmare junction will lead
to accidents while fines from
just three cameras in a Low
Traffic Neighbourhood run by
Southwark Council in London
have generated £2.5 million
in under three months.
The government is said to be
keen on cutting ‘unreasonable’
parking fines out of the economy
but has no plans in place to put
a stop to crank schemes dreamt
up by local councils.
Round the bend
The so-called ‘no priority’ junction
in Birkenhead has promoted
confused motorists to speak out.
Spiral markings were added to
the section of the road in Birkenhead by Wirral Council, as part
of a £3.2 million scheme to get
people out of their cars and travel
on foot or by bike instead. All
drivers and cyclists are supposed
to slow down on approach to the
junction before negotiating
safely. But with no right of way,

users are interpreting the system
in different ways. Many have
taken to a Facebook group to
express their concerns over the
junction, mistaken by several as
a roundabout. One person
posted: “I had a near-miss. I went
around and someone behind
went straight across, so confusing!” Another added: “I thought
it was a roundabout so drove
around it but then I see people
driving straight over. It won’t be
long before there is an accident.”
Wirral Council was unable to
explain the thinking behind the
new markings. A spokesperson
told Liverpool Echo: “Junctions
like this one do not give one
vehicle a right over another nor
do they give vehicle drivers
priority over people walking and
on bikes. They operate on the
basis of all users reducing speed
or stopping in order to negotiate
the junction safety. The scheme
has been designed to slow all
vehicles right down, to be a
more open shared space.”

Fines flow in
A large amount of fixed penalty
charges have been issued to
road users by three LTN cameras installed in Dulwich and
one in Walworth. In Dulwich Village, drivers have received
22,424 fines between January
11 and February 28 2021. This
will have amounted to more
than £1.5 million in revenue
with each driver having to hand
over £65. In Walworth a staggering 29,530 infractions have
been captured using just one
camera, generating more than
£1 million worth of funds in just
two months. Southwark Council
has repeatedly insisted LTN
schemes have been introduced
to keep residents safe. It said
many of its camera-enforced
LTN schemes were introduced
after speaking with local residents, even though the scheme
still penalised Blue Badge Holders without the prescribed permissions to enter their own
‘Neighbourhood’. i

Screwfix Launches Price Checked
Screwfix has launched Price
Checked to give its busy
tradespeople the best deals
on essential products.
Screwfix have highlighted
their Price Checked products
online and instore, using the
Price Checked badge.
Priced Checked products are
aimed at providing the cheapest
prices avaialable on everyday
essentials. Just look for the tick
and take your pick from cable
ties and heavy-duty shelving to
6 | News | The Installer

blue roll and safety boots. Customers can order via Click &
Collect service to pick up from
more than 700 stores across the
UK. Simon Jackson, Screwfix
Customer & Digital Director
says: “Time is money for our
customers so we’ve launched
Priced Checked to reassure
them that, on our everyday essential products, we’re market
leading on price. We do the
hard work, so they don’t have
to.” i

ROOF
LANTERN
FITTED
IN
MINUTES

10%

NEW CUSTOMER
DISCOUNT

SUPPLY & INSTALL
THE MULTI-AWARD
WINNING ALUMINIUM
LANTERN

QUOTE CODE
IP-K01

FASTER

Average installation under 30 mins

STRONGER

3m x 2.5m possible with no mid rafters

WARMER

Premium seals, class leading thermals

SLIMMER

Uninterrupted
Sight Lines
SLIMMER
Seamless joints and cappings

SUPPORT

The best trade lantern

Easy installation

Competitive pricing, reliable, fast
lead times & delivery

www.madefortrade.co
Tel: 01642 610799

ﬁnd us on facebook

* Discount applies to new trade customers and ﬁrst, single item purchase only of the Korniche Roof Lantern.

Market View

Energy Efficiency Sealed
With Tapes

With advancements in cost
effective, quick-to-install
technologies, there is no
longer any excuse for
procrastination around the
specification of energy
efficient window and door
sealing solutions, writes
ISO-Chemie’s Andy Swift.

Reform of Part L of the Building
Regulations will see provision
for
stricter
standards
and compliance procedures
around energy and ventilation
performance in homes across
England, writes Andy Swift –
and I think this is due because
the UK needs to improve.
Despite great strides in modern
housing design and development, evidence points to doors
and windows as among the
biggest culprits when it comes to
energy
inefficient
homes.
Indeed, it might be said that in
the light of product innovation, it
is almost criminal that so many
installations remain unchecked
or unregulated, leaving a legacy
of problems that last for years.
Energy leaks
Heat will always find the fastest
exit as it comes up against the
‘A’ or ‘A+’ rated window and invariably this emanates from the
8 | Market View |The Installer

10mm or so expansion gap left
around the window following fitment. This is normally left empty
although spray foam can be
injected to fill the void before a
silicone trim is applied for a
smart looking finish. Unfortunately, as expedient as this might
sound, none of these solutions
create a measurable, long term
high performance thermal,
acoustic or airtight barrier – the
U-Value of the installed window
is simply reduced, which leads to
heat escaping and ultimately,
financial loss. In the face of
lenient building regulations developments in window and door
will just about manage to comply
with the minimum standards.

Buoyant market
Indeed, the market for these
tapes is expected to remain
buoyant over the next 12 months
despite continued impact of
Covid on the economy and lingering uncertainty around any
final Brexit trade deal with the
EU. This will be driven by continued construction and investment
in refurb projects with a strong
focus on using cost-effective
products that deliver improved
energy p
erformance and efficiency, driving opportunities for
increased product upselling.
With energy rated and conservation products at the forefront of
design and building regulations,
we should be confident of
growth for air tightness and thermal sealing products. Building
more houses to higher air and
thermal standards must be a priority. It’s an important message
that companies will continue to
push throughout 2021 to architects and other specifiers. There
are effective products out there to
ensure that airtightness and thermal efficiency within buildings
should never be overlooked or
ignored.
There’s no question that those
responsible for specification can
do more to support greater energy efficiency. Technical innovation is one way that this can be
achieved and those at the sharp
end of designing and constructing the built environment should
have the confidence to be able to
reassure customers that energy
efficiency thanks to the current
generation of foam tape sealants
will be at least as good if not better than any A+ rated window. i

Better insulation
The fenestration industry deserves better insulating products
to improve energy efficiency and
save money for end-users. Selfadhesive foam sealing tapes,
which use ‘smart’ foams impregnated with different substances to
create a measurable U-Value as
low as 0.6w/m k, can offer
excellent thermal insulation and
can contribute to acoustic sound
reduction by 63dB.
As these installation tapes are
completely weather tight against
driving rain up to hurricane force
wind speeds, installers can
quickly apply them around the
frame during initial fitting. This
provides the assurance that they
have completed a comprehensive ‘A’ rated installation rather
than just supplying an ‘A’ rated
window. This is a benefit that
can be sold on to deliver enhanced energy efficiency advantages for customers and property
iso-chemie.eu/en-GB/home
owners.
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VISOFOLD 1000
BI-FOLD DOORS

from

£345
PER
LEAF

10%

NEW CUSTOMER
DISCOUNT
QUOTE CODE
IP-B01

EASY INSTALLATION

Market leading trade Bi-fold Door

LARGE SASH WIDTHS

Up to 1200mm wide

STOCK COLOUR CHOICE

White, Anthracite Grey, Black & Dual Colour

PRE-HUNG & SLIMMER
QA CHECKED

Uninterrupted
Sight Lines
Safer
site delivery

SUPPORT

The best trade lantern

Competitive pricing, reliable,
fast lead times

www.madefortrade.co
Tel: 01642 610799

ﬁnd us on facebook

* Per leaf price is unglazed and may vary depending on size and speciﬁcation of the door. Lead time is based on a standard colour. Postcode restrictions apply
* Discount applies to new trade customers and ﬁrst, single item purchase only of the Visofold Bifolding Doors

The Don Waterworth Technical & Legal Column

Written by Don Waterworth BSc (Hons)
FCABE MEWI Chartered Building Engineer /
Building Surveyor,Expert Witness,
Accredited Mediator – Tel: 0800 1954922

Anyone Can Fit Windows,
Can’t They?
Don Waterworth, the
Installer’s technical and
legal expert says many
homeowners think all
window installers are as
competent as others... the
evidence of this picture
suggests otherwise.

Take a look at the attached
photograph,
writes
Don
Waterworth. You may want to
show this to your potential
customers who believe anyone can fit windows.
It will serve as a stark reminder that the assumption that
that all window companies are
the same is woefully incorrect
as this evidence more than suggests otherwise. It is unclear
who installed the window
shown in the photograph but it
matters not as I have witnessed
many installations by ‘approved’ installers, where the
standard of installation had
been shockingly poor and the
absence of any construction
knowledge regarding residential properties appears to be
nil.
Approved by who?
I have recently written on the
subject of websites that claim
to ‘approve’ all manner of installation companies and

tradespeople where not one jot
of inspection is ever made to
confirm o
r ‘approve’ those
trades. And I have warned that
paying to be on those websites
might ultimately lead to you
being tarred with the same
brush as the amateurs and
rogues
who
use
their
‘approved’ status to hoodwink
customers.
Do it right
Professional installers should
be proud of their ‘approved’
status and should continually
strive to learn more and be
better – and get themselves
‘approved’ via proper qualifications and membership of
organisations whose standards
cannot be compromised.
It is not enough to fit trims
everywhere, apply a pretty
silicone seal, when the property design is compromised
and the performance of the
windows/doors do not provide
longevity of service.
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Poor installation standards
When I was inspecting windows 30 yeear ago, the products would often be full of
faults, along with the installation standards. Nowadays
however, the products in the
main are well designed and
perform extremely well and
most of my Expert Reports over
the last few years have
highlighted poor installation
standards.
Therefore as Professional
Installers, it is up to you to
know and learn the standards
required, then apply them on a
daily basis, ensuring therefore
that the current, good quality
products are married with
good quality installation. i
Don.
This article has been authored by our
technical writer – Principal Surveyor
Don Waterworth of hanleyamosstewart.co.uk
Don also acts as an Expert Witness and is an
Accredited Mediator.
Tel: 0800 1954922
Tuesday-Thursday 10:00am-3:00pm.

VISOGLIDE PLUS SAVE
SLIDING DOORS
PRICE
COMPARISON
GET A

NEW

10%
%

NEW 1st ORDER
INTRODUCTORY
FROM
DISCOUNT
QUOTE CODE
IP-VG01

THERMALLY BROKEN ALUMINIUM

Slim proﬁle, Lipped outer frame, Sobinco locks

INDUSTRY LEADING CUSTOMER SERVICE
Comprehensive install guide & support

LARGE SASH WIDTHS

Up to 6.5m wide in 2 panes. 2-4 panes available

SLIMMER
STOCK COLOUR
CHOICE
Uninterrupted Sight Lines

White, Anthacite Grey & Black, Dual Colour

FROM

SUPPORT

2 WEEK LEAD TIMES
The best trade lantern

Reliable safe site delivery

www.madefortrade.co
Tel: 01642 610799

ﬁnd us on facebook

* Per leaf price is unglazed and may vary depending on size and speciﬁcation of the door. Lead time is based on a standard colour. Postcode restrictions apply
* Discount applies to new trade customers and ﬁrst, single item purchase only of the Smart Visoglide Plus Sliding Doors | Image for representation ony

The GGF Health & Safety Column
The GGF promotes the highest standards in all things
including health, safety and environment, writes GGF H&SE
expert James MacPherson. However, work is complex and
dynamic and with a diverse membership base it can be a
challenge to cover all the bases.

Improving Safety For
The Whole Industry
From manufacturers, processers, component suppliers
and extruders, to fabricators,
domestic, commercial and
specialist installers, the GGF
represents the whole supply
chain, writes GGF H&SE expert
James MacPherson.
So how can the GGF promote
the highest standard of safety? Is
it relative? Well ask yourself what
is safety, can you define it? You
may say it’s a system like ISO
45001 or maybe it’s being compliant or maybe it’s more than
compliance but does that actually
make you safe?
Are all companies that are compliant because they have an approved contractor scheme safe?
Look at Deepwater Horizon, they
were compliant, they had loads
of accident-free days and they
were even about to win an award
for safety on the actual rig that
had the disaster. So again, ask
yourself what is safe?

2. Competency – investing in
people to enable them to achieve
the principles would be key for a
company’s safety. So in this case
there’s a need to increase our support and educational resources
for our Members to enable them
to manage their dynamic risks.
3. We also need to change the
way people or in this case members, see the GGF Health and
Safety department, for example,
Members should see me as a
partner or coach, not an enforcer
because I need them to come to
me with their health and safety
issues and be honest with me so
I can help them learn, not blame
them.
4. Hand in hand with the last
point, we would need to increase
employee engagement. So in this
case membership engagement
and communication making sure
it is effective and valuable both
ways, e.g. the information and
support provided and how much
the GGF as their trade associaThe GGF is trying to influence tion listens to them and acts upon
behaviours and decisions for their concerns.
an industry and therefore needs
to be descriptive, not prescrip- Glass Charter
tive. Here are some ways we try There is a huge amount more that
to achieve better safety:
the GGF Health and Safety func1. Taking a principles or values tion is doing and planning to do
based approach. This makes it for companies and the next part
more of a belief or philosophy. of the journey has now started.
But this isn’t about just saying Following the shift in our
‘safety is at the core of everything approach, from enforcer to
we do’ this is about have tangible coach, we have redesigned our
principles that you can use to help Glass Charter that we will remould your culture, define your launching later this year. Underchoices and actions.
pinning the new Glass Charter is
12 | The GGF Health & Safety Column| The Installer

an extensive framework of support, guidance and education,
some of which will be released
prior to the full re-launch. For
example,
we have already
started with, the GGF Health and
Safety webinars, a monthly
lunch and learn online presentation and talk covering a wide
range of topics, from the basics to
in-depth expert sessions.
Webinars – lunch and learn
In March, we kicked off the webinar programme, with a powerful
keynote from Jason Anker OBE
who talked about mental health
and how it can have an impact
on more than just health but also
on the decisions people make at
work from quality to safety and efficiency.
The second webinar in April
was with the Senior Psychologist
from the HSE Peter Kelly, talking
about how mental health and
work is and should be managed.
In May we have a senior
Consultant from Citation talking
about the basics of safety. i
Pictures: GGF H&SE expert
James MacPherson.
You can join us by visiting
ggf.org.uk/
health-safety-webinars

LINK VENT 5000
One vent 5000 equivalent area
Similar width to a 4000mm2 vent
Made in Banbury

MADE IN BRITAIN
For more information or to find your local stockist
visit: glazpart.com/products/trickle-ventilation to
see our range of BBA and LABC certified vents or call
01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.
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Aluminium Systems

Slim Pickings –

Narrow Bi-Folds
To Nab Share Of £200
Billion Savings Market
Now tested, tried and trusted in the premium sector of the
market, AluK is promoting the F82 bi-fold door as the ideal
product for installation companies to tap into the £200 billion
savings mountain which the Bank of England estimates affluent
households have accumulated after almost a year in various
forms of lockdown.
The F82 from AluK is packed
with design features which
retail buyers have already
shown they value. The most
obvious is the slim sightlines,
which measure a consistent
97mm all the way round the
frame, cill and jamb and just
122mm at the interlock.
This creates a bigger expanse
of glazing, with a square bead
emphasising the minimalist lines.

On a roll
Time for T
There is also a distinctive pop-up When it comes to performance,
T-handle on the traffic door heavy duty 150kg capacity
which helps to set the F82 apart. stainless steel compact rollers on
Available in white, black, the bottom of the F82 ensure that
anthracite, silver and brushed it opens and closes smoothly and
stainless-steel. This bespoke han- effortlessly; while weather perdle has been rigorously tested to formance (up to Class 4 air per25,000 cycles to minimise any meability and Class E900 water
worries about remedials at a tightness) guarantees that the
time when quality and en- door will withstand anything the
durance are big differentiators. British weather can throw at it.
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Security and energy
Of course, the AluK F82 bi-fold
has achieved PAS24 security
accreditation, ensuring that it
can be fitted in new build projects which require compliance
with Approved Document Q. It
boasts U-Value performance to
satisfy even the most demanding
specification (1.34 W/m2K double glazed and 0.9 W/m2K
triple glazed).
Versatility
The F82 is extremely versatile.
There are open-in and open-out,
left and right options available
for doors between two and
seven panels in sizes up to
1200(w) x 2600(h), as well as
corner posts to suit almost any
configuration.
For installers, it is as consistently fitter-friendly as the rest of

the AluK range and includes two
clever, low sightline sill options.
Integrated cills have a new outer
frame profile, which can be easily clipped onto either side of the
frame rather than sitting on top.
An extensive range of sub sills
mean the F82 can be positioned
in virtually any construction.

there has all too often been a
race to the bottom on price.
That’s a huge benefit for our
customers.”

How do you it?
AluK is supplying the F82 system
to a fabricator near you from its
350,000.sq.ft facility in Chepstow. Standard colours are available from stock on a 5-day lead
Premium prices
Sioned Roberts, AluK’s Market- time, while additional colours
ing Director, stresses how the are available to order. i
F82 gives installers the opportunity to achieve strong and sus- Pictures: AluK’s F82 bi-fold
tainable margins for themselves door. The content of this artiin a bi-fold market which has be- cle has been exclusively writcome increasingly commoditised ten for The Installer magazine.
over recent years. She says:
“With the F82, we’ve used all of No mention of this product
AluK’s expertise in bi-folds to cre- will be avaialbe on the AluK
ate a door which is quick and website until May 4 2021.
easy to install yet can command
a premium in a market where www.aluk.co.uk
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CREATING BRIGHT FUTURES

97mm
Sightlines

Designed
to redefine

from

0.9

U-Values

Made in

We’re proud to unveil the iconic Luminia F82 Bifold Door, fusing minimalist
design with class-leading performance, security and thermal efficiency.
It redefines the benchmark for high-end residential projects.
Less is more with ultra-slim sightlines of 97mm and class leading U-values
Power to create with multiple configuration options, including a floating corner
A better fit with a range of sub cills mean the F82 can be positioned in virtually any construction
Built to last with beautifully functional hardware tested to simulate 80 years of use
Redefine your projects today with the iconic Luminia F82 from AluK.
Visit alukgb.com/F82 for more information.

ALUKGB.COM/F82

the UK

Aluminium Systems

Aluminium –
But Not As You Know It
Stylish, efficient and packed full of
installer-friendly features, the new
Sheerline Classic and Prestige systems
are reinventing aluminium windows
and doors for the 21st Century, says
Roger Hartshorn, CEO of Garnalex.
Thanks to the hot trend for
more discerning, design
conscious home improvement and slim-framed bigger
windows that let in more light,
aluminium is growing in
popularity, writes
Roger
Hartshorn.
This makes them a great addition to any installer’s portfolio at a
time when home improvements

are big business. We launched
Sheerline, Garnalex’ first ever
aluminium system, at the start of
2020. Designed from the bottom
up and built on our core principles
of aesthetics and performance
coupled to those features mentioned above, Sheerline’s Classic
and Prestige systems offer
consumers a new world of window and door possibilities.

Sheerline Classic
Sheerline Classic was first to
market. This ultra slim, ultra-secure
beadless aluminium system is ideal
for replacing traditional heritagestyle windows. Homeowners have
been particularly wowed by the
Classic’s 59mm sightlines, which
maximise light and have a more
architectural-aluminium look.
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Prestige
The rollout of Sheerline Classic
was soon followed by Sheerline
Prestige – our most versatile and
thermally efficient aluminium
window and door range.
Both systems feature Thermlock
multi-chamber thermal technology
for energy efficiency, with Prestige
achieving U-Values as low as 1.3
W/(m²K) double glazed and 0.9
W/(m²K) for triple glazing. Classic offers DG U-Values as low as
1.4 W/(m²K).

Colours
Sheerline comes in 12 different
colours including three anodised
finishes giving homeowners a
wealth of choice to suit their property and individual taste. Standard
colour profiles are available in just
five working days from our
Derbyshire manufacturing facility
– the shortest aluminium lead times
in the market. Bespoke colours are
on a 10-day turnaround, designed
so installers can impress homeowners with their speed of service.

the past with aluminium products,
so it’s definitely time to take
another look at what’s on offer.
For example, our beadless Sheerline Classic windows are supplied
pre-glazed, so installation time on
site is reduced and installers don’t
have the problem of missing glazing. The beadless design removes
the need for onsite wedge gasketing so installers can get the windows fitted very quickly.
Sheerline features patented
corner construction technology,
which achieves effortless right-firsttime mitre joints. As well as making our aluminium frames easier to
assemble, it avoids the problem of
unsightly misaligned frames and
reduces remedial issues on site.

Easy-fit
Other easy fit features of Sheerline
Classic products include the integral toe and heel device (pre-tensioned in the factory) which allows
for any glass adjustment to be
done on site with an Allen key. Coextruded weather seals on sills
and other ancillaries also minimise
Time to look
the need for silicone sealing on
seriously at aluminium
site. We have even made SheerThe Sheerline system has been de- line Classic suitable for a one-persigned to remove many of the frus- son install (subject to weight
trations that installers have had in handling restrictions), by incorpo-
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rating patented clip-in hinge
supports to hold the glazed sash
securely in place while the hinge is
screwed in place.
Installer benefits aren’t just limited to the Classic system, as Prestige uses beads that install more
like PVC-U than aluminium, a real
game-changer for installers on site.
These features all come together
to make the fabrication and installation of Sheerline products as
quick and straightforward as possible, while significantly reducing
the likelihood of remedials so
installers can just fit and forget.
Help at the click of a mouse
For many installers, fitting
aluminium products will be a new
experience. While face-to-face
training at our facility is limited because of Covid restrictions,
Garnalex has developed a range
of videos with practical hints and
tips for installers. i
Pictures: Previous page –
Garnalex’ Roger Hartshorn
and Sheerline Classic; this
page – Sheerline Prestige
www.sheerlinevideo.com
www.sheerline.com

We do things differently
At Kestrel our supply of quality aluminium extrusions for the fabrication of windows
and doors is a little different. With our advanced powder coating facility we can not only
offer more than 1000 colour options but do so far quicker than the industry norm.
Whatever your requirements Kestrel'ss technical knowledge, developed over more than 30 years,
enables us to produce a variety of gloss levels and dual colours, all providing the highest standard
of durability and colour retention to guarantee lasting performance.

WINDOWS

DOORS

ROOFING

SHOPFRONT

CURTAIN WALL

BRINGING LIGHT INTO LIVING

www.kestrelaluminium.co.uk

Commercial Installations

An Active Role
In Leisure

SAS has seen an increase in demand
for its aluminium fenestration systems
in the fitness and leisure sector as
daylight and natural ventilation
become recognised for their impact
on physical and mental wellbeing.
seniorarchitecturalsystems.co.uk
Senior Architectural Systems
has
provided
the
full
fenestration package for
various
leisure
centre
contracts across the UK, with
specifiers opting for the
effective combination of
energy-efficient and low
maintenance
aluminium
curtain walls, windows and
commercial doors.
The company’s expertise in
the fitness and leisure sector has
led to the creation of a strong
supply chain and number of re-

peat business opportunities, including multiple contracts with
main contractor Pelikaan and
specialist fabricator and installer, Elite Aluminium Systems.
Projects
Senior’s portfolio of projects includes a number of both privately run and council-funded
leisure centres, including the
David Lloyd Leisure Centre in
Emmerson Green, Bristol and
the Bulmershe Leisure Centre in
Reading.

Both projects benefit from attractive glazed facades that
have been created using
Senior’s slimline SF52 aluminium curtain wall system,
which helps maximise the flow
of natural light and create an
attractive building envelope
design.
The incorporation of Senior’s
window systems also aides
natural ventilation, with Senior’s
robust commercial doors helping to ensure the highest levels
of safety and security.
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Commercial Installations
Commercial doors
Senior’s new low U-value PURe
Commercial Door system has
also become a popular choice in
this market, with many specifiers
looking to combine size, strength
and sustainability by choosing a
durable system that can also
help meet the required energyefficiency targets.

range also includes two attractive patio styles.

ceiling glazing, with Senior’s
slim profile SPW600 aluminium
windows used throughout alongside Senior’s sleek SF52
aluminium curtain wall system.
To provide natural ventilation
and access to Juliet balconies,
Senior’s low PURe Slide aluminium doors have also been
installed. When closed, the
PURe Slide doors will also help
to retain heat. i

Waterside Views
SAS has provided a high-performance fenestration package
for a new residential development in Nottingham. Designed
by Leonard Design Architects for
clients Monk Estates and Harmony Bridge Limited, the WaterMaintenance
side Apartments enjoy expansive
As well as helping to save en- views of the city and the Trent
ergy by providing some of the and these have been enhanced Picture: Bulmershe Leisure
lowest U-values available to the through the specification of Centre in Reading and
UK market, Senior Architectural Senior’s aluminium windows, below the Waterside
Systems’ patented range of ther- sliding doors and curtain walling. Apartments in Nottingham –
mally-efficient PURe aluminium
both projects feture SAS
windows and doors are also Duplus Architectural
aluminium curtain walling,
proving popular with specifiers Senior’s products have been in- windows and doors from the
looking to reduce long-term stalled and fabricated by supply PUre Aluminium range
maintenance costs. Robust, chain partner Duplus Architec- which features low
durable and with an expected tural Systems. The development maintenance qualities and
life cycle in excess of 40 years, maximises the sense of light and thermal efficiency.
PURe aluminium windows and space through the use of floor to
doors benefit from an enhanced
PUR thermal barrier which
can achieve exceptional low
U-values. Owing to the inherent
strength of the aluminium frame,
the system offers a cost-effective
alternative to using tripleglazing.
Colour
Each of the PURe windows and
doors styles within the range are
also easy to fabricate, install and
adjust and can be powdercoated in a variety of colours,
both inside and out. A number of
high-performance finishes and
specialist coatings are also available which can further boost the
durability of the system.
Residential
By helping to reduce maintenance
requirements
and
operational
energy
costs,
Senior’s thermally-efficient PURe
aluminium windows and doors
can offer tangible long-term and
sustainable solutions for projects
in both the commercial and
residential sectors.
The PURe aluminium door
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1.3 U-value
Double glazed

0.9 U-value
Triple glazed

W/(m²K) for Prestige
windows subject to
speciﬁcation

12 Colours
f rom stock
in 5 days

Prestige doors

3 Part M
compliant
thresholds

Prestige covers both single and French

Doors also support SFS 3D face mounted

doors, which perfectly match Prestige

PAS24 hinges, and hardware compatibility iss

and Classic windows. With three Part M

maximised with a 35mm backset. So if you

compliant thresholds that are ﬁxed using

are looking for an aluminium system that

a universal moulding that’s hidden from

offers great value, without the extended

external view by a cover strip that slides

leadtimes and compromises of more

under the moulding to aid removal.

mundane systems, Sheerline delivers.

It’s time to move to Sheerline
TO DISCUSS BECOMING A
SHEERLINE FABRICATOR OR
INSTALLER CALL US NOW ON

01332 883960
s h e e r l i n e . c o m | info@sheerline.com

Canopies

Canopies Cover
Requirements

Swisspacer’s La Pensilina glass canopy
system has received a stamp of
approval from Staffordshire based
customer, Montane Projects, thanks to
its design and performance.
Montane Projects, which specialises in the
design, fabrication and supply of aluminium
windows, bi-folds, doors and curtain walling,
recently supplied and installed six La Pensilina glass canopies.
They were installed across six blocks of apartments at Blythe Valley Park, a Crest Nicholson
housing development in Solihull.
The canopies were required to be large enough
to shelter people coming in and out of the build24 | Balconies & Balustrades Promotional Feature| The Installer

ings, as well as providing cover for the access
panel and entrance. Montane Projects tried other
canopy solutions but struggled to find a system that
was strong enough to support the weight of the
glass needed.
La Pensilina proved to be the solution.
Swisspacer provided a quick and efficient service, while offering an option that not only met the
size requirements of the project but was weatherproof and stayed fixed in position.


Canopies

simple design and good performance. He says:
“The design is simple and contemporary with minimal amounts of material on show. It is slim and
easy to install. Unlike other products, they don’t
need lots of support to keep them in place. Installation was straightforward and we received good
technical support from Swisspacer. The client is
very pleased with the outcome.
“We will definitely be using La Pensilina again
and adding it to our portfolio. It’s a great contemporary product that performs well and will fit many
requirements.”
Floating
La Pensilina, a cantilever glass canopy system,
was launched by Swisspacer in 2019. Its stylist
and minimalist design and lack of visible screws,
gives the canopy a clean look and ‘floating’ effect.
La Pensilina is load bearing and strong enough
to hold a distributed load of 350 kg/sq.m.
John Cooper, Commercial Director at
Swisspacer, says: “The system can be easily installed to entrance doors or sliding and patio
doors. It is ideal for residential developments and
we hope to see it used in many more homes in the
coming months and years.” i
Pictures: The design of La Pensilina is simple
and contemporary with minimal amounts
Easy to install
of material on show. It is slim and easy to inAdrian
Locker,
Owner
of stall. La Pensilina doesn’t need lots of supMontane Projects, had not come across a canopy port to keep it in place which means a
system like La Pensilina before, which combines floating effect can be achieved.
J2 Hardware Ltd are a UK
manufacturer of commercial
pull handles and push plates.

Our in-house design and
manufacturing departments can
bring all your special designs to life.

Standard sizes available from stock
at competitive prices.

Manufactured from in the UK

Bespoke sizes made to order

Please contact us with your
requirements

CONTACT US ON TEL: 01484 722171 OR EMAIL: SALES@J2HARDWARE.CO.UK
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Clear, hassle-free cover from people who
understand installers.
✔ The right cover for the right price? Sorted.
✔ Easy claims process? Sorted.
✔ Seamless job registration and IBG cover for
CPS registered installers? Sorted.

✔ Premium and risk protection updated at
the right levels? Sorted.

Register today at

www.installsure.co.uk

Products & Projects

Self-Service Ordering & Tracking
Available To Homeowners
AdminBase has extended the functionality of its installer
management system with the addition of a feature that
allows retail customers to help themselves.
The new portal is offered to all new and existing users of the web
based version of AdminBase at no additional cost. By allowing
customers to log in and track their order and carry out other key
tasks for themselves, installers can free-up busy personnel for other
tasks. Customers are happier because they enjoy immediate
response any time of day and night.
Pre and post sale
Customers can also confirm survey and installation appointments
and when their installation is complete, raise a service call for any
post-installation snagging that may be required. Crucially,
customers can also settle invoices through the facility, again providing convenience for the homeowner and saving time and effort for
both customer and installer. Installers control all information that is
available through the portal. Once activated, all data is updated
automatically as projects are progressed through AdminBase. i
abinitiosoftware.co.uk

From Infinity To Beyond

Veka has unveiled plans to
grow usage of recycled
material beyond its existing
Infinity profile system.
The coming months will see
Veka start to rollout recycled
material across a number of its
mainline profiles starting with

has been diverted from landfill.
“Recycling and sustainability
are a core focus as part of our
overall CSR commitment and a
key objective for both Veka plc
and the broader group. Our
investment into future proofing
our products has seen us
increase our co-extrusion capability, replacing aging tools with
co-extrusion tools allowing for
greater use of recycled PVC-U,”
says Dawn Stockell, Marketing
Director, Veka plc
“Committed ot
driving
increased usage of recycled
compound, our partnership with
growing sister company, Veka
Recycling, will ensure that
together we continue to make
best-in-class PVC-U window
systems that care about the
environment and can continue
to be recycled for years to
come,” concludes Stockwell. i

sills and following with frame
extensions with potential to
expand further throughout the
course of the year.
Recycling has become a
crucial part of Veka’s strategy –
over the last five years more
than 24,000 tonnes of PVC-U Veka.co.uk
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Hybrid Sealants – Best Of Both Worlds

Bond It has capitalised on the
benefits of hybrid ‘crossbreeding’ of chemicals to
develop a new range of high
performance sealants and
adhesives.
By developing hybrid technology you get greener alternatives
to traditional products and better performance. Hybrids are
free from solvents, isocyanates
and silicones and are therefore
non-hazardous. They have very

Gripbond Pro
An all-in-one sealant and an adhesive. Available in 4 colours,
including crystal clear.
Gripbond Pro Max
A power adhesive in a cartridge. Offers up to four times
the grab.
Wood Pro
For fixing wooden floors directly
onto all common substrates.
Astro Pro
For bonding artificial grass surfaces.
Mirror Pro
For use on mirrors, glass and ceramics as well as for hot, humid
environments.
EasiSeal
Offering a one coat application
to flat roofs, it is a cold-applied,
solvent-free, permanently flexible 100% waterproof membrane. i

low odour making them ideal
for sensitive indoor applications, as well as being quick curing, non-shrinking, UV resistant,
can be used without primers
and have exceptionally good
adhesion to almost any construction material.
The Pro Range offers 6 products specifically designed to deliver enhanced performance
characteristics that are ideally bonditgroup.com
suited to different applications.

AN INDUSTRY LEADING
COLOUR COATING SPECIALIST
FOR WINDOWS, DOORS, AND ROOFLINE

ANY COLOUR IN 5 DAYS
Get a FREE Quote
on 01924 454856
or visit
kolorseal.co.uk

The industry’s favourite colour coating specialist
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DO WE TRULY CARE ABOUT POLLUTION?
SCIENCE KEEPS ADVANCING – AND SO SHOULD WE

TIME TO CHANGE AWAY FROM “DIRTY” DESICCANTS

It takes around 20 tonnes of water to process just
1 tonne of 3A zeolite powder.
Most of the world’s zeolites originate in the Far East, they
start life as 4 Angstrom material before being subjected to
an ion exchange process to become (mostly) 3A. That highly
polluted process water often gets dumped back untreated
in to land and rivers. Authorities have been shutting down
factories and imposing huge fines. Zeolite-based molecular
sieve may have been the best choice for selective
adsorption in insulating glass in the past, but that is no
longer so. It certainly is not the best choice for our planet.

And no unpleasant smells. And smooth, fast
flow rates. And excellent penetration. And
tremendous adhesion to glass, metal and
plastics.
AND top MVTR / GPR values.

AND EN 1279 certification,

New high performance zeolite-free desiccants specifically
for IGU manufacture have already been perfected based on
refined 3A crystalline calcium oxide powder. Locally mined,
environmentally clean, a natural product with a higher
activity and capacity than any zeolite.
No waste-water pollutants or CO2 air pollutants are
generated in the production, and it does not need to be
shipped from the other side of the world.

units having passed full Part
2 testing.

http://www.ashton-industrial.com/?page id=3632

Zeolite production is environmentally dirty, and desiccants
based on them are yesterday’s technology, over 40 years
old. It is time to move on.
meets and exceeds all
requirements of
EN1279:2018
AWAC >16%
LOI < 1.7% at RH9%
Delta-T > 50C

NANOMOL-C is the clean technology for today and for the
future, the perfect opportunity for IG manufacturers to
improve their products while saving some serious money,
… and the planet !

ashton-industrial.com

01279 624810

AND great prices across all volume bands.
The new

MELTEX™ High Performance

Hot Melt Insulating Glass Sealant from Nedex
Visit our web site for all the facts and data

UK’S BIGGEST

AND BEST TRADE SHOW
FOR THE WINDOWS, DOORS, GLAZING & COMPONENTS INDUSTRY

ALL
INTO ONE SHOW
SEE THE BEST IN THE INDUSTRY, BE THE BEST IN THE BUSINESS.

NEC BIRMINGHAM,
26-28 SEPT 2021
For more information on how to exhibit at
FIT Show, visit www.fitshow.co.uk/exhibit
FITShow.co.uk | #FITShow21

REGISTER
FOR FREE

Trade News

We Care | We Act
Veka has revealed a new
company slogan to communicate the caring nature of
the family-owned business as
it takes action to re-build a
stable, sustainable future.
Marketing Director, Dawn
Stockell explains.

to ACT, which has seen the emphasis shift to Appreciation,
Commitment, Courage & Ambition and Trust & Responsibility.
As we look to recover from the
effects of 2020 and grow as a
business, our emphasis must be
on action.

Q. How did the new
positioning come about?
A. What the pandemic taught
us was how important our people are. It also reminded us of
the importance of being part the
Veka Group which is the largest
manufacturer of extruded PVCU for window systems in the
world. The Group supported us
when we were dealing with the
initial lockdown and we had to
make incredibly hard decisions
to re-scale our business after two
of our biggest customers went
into administration. It seemed
the right time to take stock,
review what we stand for and
more importantly, where we
want to be.

Q. Does the global Group
have the same message?
A. It’s important to have a
consistent message in a global
company, even more so in a
digital world, so it makes sense
that we share a set of values
that everyone believes in. That
said, ‘We Care | We Act’ was
developed here in the UK.

Q. What was the thinking behind We Care|We Act?
A. We are transitioning from
our former SPIRIT values, with
their focus on Success, Pride, Improvement, Integrity and Team,

Q. Has it been a wholesale
change?
A. No, not all. Our Purpose
remains broadly the same: ‘To
shape environments one sustainable product/service at a time’
but our Vision and our Mission
have evolved to align with the
broader Veka Group and our
new ACT values. Our Vision better outlines where we want to
be, ‘Strengthening our leadership position by building long
term partnerships, developing
talent and securing a sustainable future,’ while our Mission,

‘We care about our partners,
our people and our environment,’ better sums up how we
will achieve this Vision.
Q. What will the changes
mean for your UK customers?
A. We want to take service reliability and customer experience
to a new level. We want to really explore what is of value to
our customers from innovations
that add true value both now
and in the future, to having a
focus on CSR in everything we
do. We want to ensure we are a
sustainable business in the long
term for our suppliers, our customers and indeed our own
people and that’s where we will
apply our focus. i

Compusoft To Acquire First Degree
Compusoft is to expand its
presence in the window and
door market with the acquisition of First Degree Systems.
Compusoft Group is a global
visual Configure, Price, Quote
(CPQ) provider. First Degree Systems supplies a system for producing windows, conservatories,
curtain walling, glass and
PVC-U decking and fencing.
Compusoft also purchased Soft
Tech some time ago which operates in a similar vein to First

Degree. Both acquisitions align
with Compusoft’s aim to become
the recommended visual CPQ
solution-provider in the world.
“The acquisition of FDS by
Compusoft will usher us into a
whole new era, complementing
what has been built up over the
last 30 years with the Window
Designer range of software products”, says Karen Goule, FDS
Operations Manager. “With the
global experience Compusoft
brings, FDS can look to expand

to new markets previously untapped, with a range of products
that nestle in with the existing
Compusoft portfolio.”
David Tombre, CEO, Compusoft Group says: “We continue
our expansion into the window
& door sector with this acquisition. FDS establishes our position
in this sector and provides us
with new technology that we can
add to the world-class software
that we already offer through our
Soft Tech products.” i
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Going Gets
Tuffx Expanding

Bond Across
The Pond

Specialist safety glass manufacturer, TuffX,
has expanded its factory in order to ramp-up
production of its increasingly popular Infinity
rooflights and walk-on glass units.
The move, which has seen TuffX take possession
of an adjoining unit to its existing Merseyside
premises and recruit additional staff. Tuffx’ footprint is now up by 10,000sq.ft to 80,000sqft.
“Our Infinity range of walk-on glass units are
thermally insulated to meet the required standards
and tested to withstand forces up to 4kn/m . We
believe they are the only structurally-sound walkon units on the market to currently meet these standards,” says MD Graham Price. “And as a result,
demand has been steadily increasing. Our latest
factory expansion was necessary to accommodate this, along with the growing popularity of
our Infinity All Glass rooflight, which was
launched in December last year.” i

On the back of its recent acquisition of the
Rescue Tape brand of self-fusing silicone
tape in the USA, Bond It, the UK manufacturer
of sealants, adhesives and building chemicals has now successfully launched the Bond
It brand into the North American market.
As a result David Moore (pictured right), one of
Bond It’s founding partners, will take on the role
of CEO Bond It Group. He will split his time
equally between the UK and the USA to oversee
the smooth integration of distribution of Bond It
products into the States. To help him in this role
Dean Morgan has been appointed as MD of the
UK operation. Moore says: “Dean was instrumental in guiding Bond It through the implementation
of ISO 9001, 140001 and the recent 450001
systems and has worked with us for 12 years as
a consultant. I believe he is the right person to
guide Bond It to its next level.” i

2

New Hardware Technical Support Man
Hardware supplier Kenrick
has appointed Daran Woodcock as technical support
manager based in West
Bromwhich but helping customers around the UK.
Woodcock has joined Kenrick
from The Residence Collection,
where he was technical support
engineer. He has worked for 21
years in the industry including
engineering and technical roles
for Epwin, Wintech and
Emplas. He will assist customers
32| Trade News | The Installer

with any technical queries or
testing requirements and provide training on any new products. He will also be involved in
new product development and
will take responsibility for all BSI
and PAS 24 testing at Kenrick.
Woodcock says: “I’m looking
forward to the variety of the
role and working with Kenrick’s customers to provide
them with a high standard of
technical support and customer
service.” i

USE INSIGHT DATA TO

DISC VER
THE BEST
CUSTOMERS

CONNECT
WITH
DECISION MAKERS

PERF RM
WITH
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

01934 808 293

hello@insightdata.co.uk
@insightdata
www.insightdata.co.uk
502 Worle Park Way, Weston-super-Mare, BS22 6WA

SUCCESS IT’S TIME TO

FUTURE

BUILD
BRAND
VISION

AMBITION

Stronger, faster, better.
As the UK moves towards economic recovery, it’s time to build.
Purplex is the marketing agency that helps ambitious companies
build their brand, their business and their future.
PR | Web | E-Commerce | Digital Marketing | Social | Creative
Call 01934 808 132 or email grow@purplexmarketing.com
purplexmarketing.com

@purplexuk

/company/purplexuk

/purplexuk

Scott’s Corner

Choose Your Print
Partners Wisely
Andrew Scott, MD of industry
marketing specialist,
Purplex, says although
online advertising and
marketing is in the
ascendency print media is
still an important part of the
mix – but you have to make
your brochures and leaflets
work and if advertising in
magazines, choose
compact, compelling
editorially led publications
over those full of puff.
‘I know these are hard times
for print. I read it on the internet,’ says Purplex's Andrew
Scott. But it would be wrong
to dismiss print altogether at
this time.
The rapid rise of online is set to
continue in 2021 due to the new
digital age fuelled by the coronavirus pandemic. The on-line support of magazines such as The
Installer which is backed by
TheInstaller.pro offer instant news updates and with their regular newsletters drive high levels of traffic to the
websites and digital magazine.
Here at Purplex we are building
more websites than ever and investing heavily in our digital and social
media department to take advantage
of
what
sites
like
TheInstaller.pro can drive to our
clients. But print marketing still has a
valuable role to play.
A trust issue
Despite digital playing a huge part
in our everyday lives, according to
Harvard University, 89% of adults
trust print more than they trust online
content in an html format (thus digital versions of newspapers and
magazines still engender trust).
Print publications have spent many

business? No you have to find industry magazines that are concise and
mix their content between products
of interest to the reader and proper
business news.
Skimming
Research shows that information online is often a ‘skim read’. So website publications tend to build their
page views by publishing lots and
driving readers from one story to another. Websites that get it right have
invested heavily in the technology
and science that makes this happen.
If you are advertising – make sure
your advert is going to be seen all
over a site in order to get good
returns in terms of click-throughs.

years establishing their reputation
and credibility and readers still hold
their content to a higher standard
than pure websites,. Despite being
huge, global, digital brands both
Google and Facebook are big print
advertisers – mixing up there
marketing portfolio alongside the
big spends on TV & radio and bill- Brochures
board advertising and of course, Now let’s not forget that print media
is not just magazines and off the
sponsorship.
page advertising, as brochures,
direct mail, leaflets etc are all still
Building a connection
Print helps us focus. When we read very important. As we approach the
a magazine our brains are FIT Show sending printed invites to
engaged for a much longer period your customers and then getting
and we are fully attentive to the them to take a brochure away is
page – apart from the subliminal something you should really condistraction of the accompanying sider. Psychologists at Temple University have confirmed this type of
advertising.
However, this only works if we are print leads to a strong emotional reinterested in the subject – it has to be sponse. The research also found that
relevant and well written or consci- the printed word stayed longer in
entiously edited. Trade magazines peoples’ memories as they were
that simply run page after page of able to retain information better.
industry news and press releases or
articles that fawn to advertisers (ask- The full mix
ing the directors of companies that Visibility is also key when it comes
advertise with the publication what to marketing and building your
their favourite meal is a huge turn- brand and you need to be where
off) just don’t work. Who in their your customers are. That’s why you
right mind is going to trust a business must sit across all channels when it
to business publication that features comes to your marketing and why
the same forty or so advertisers over print is an essential part of that. i
100 pages without ever finding a
story that actually focuses on purplexmarketing.com
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Comment
Garage Door Installation Leads To Hefty Fine And 11 Month
Homeowner Hotel Bill
It does amaze me that installers still get caught out not doing an
asbestos risk assessment. The age of a home will often suggest there
might be asbestos and certainly it is worth considering the possibility
on garages.
The HSE doesn’t insist on something overly elaborate. A bit of
commonsense in applying your experience will do and if you find
something naughty – stop.
One garage door installation firm has just been fined £10 grand –
nearly £12,000 with court costs for not taking asbestos seriously. Oh
and seeing as the homeowner had to go into hotel accommodation for
11 months whilst the asbestos was disbursed, the company is now
facing an angry insurance company keen to get the money it spent on
Premier Inns back.
FIT Show Hotels
I don’t know that it was Premier Inn or another fine establishment but it
has jogged my memory to confirm our FIT Show hotels – for Sept 2628 (plus the night before). You should do the same if you don’t want to
be housed in some Selly Oak Hovel.
Roll Up, Roll Up
Hörmann UK will be exhibiting its roll up and other garage doors at
FIT Show 2021.
Dizzy – Roundabouts
and Fines
Take a l
ook at our news
pages – it is the articles on
those pages I have based this
comment on. This picture
might have appeared with
one particular story – it is not
a roundabout apparently. It is
a device that according to the
council that painted it, that encourages cars, buses vans, pedestrians,
push chairs and bicycles all to approach it calmly and safely and
choose who has right of way...I’m guessing that’s the right of way to
the hospital. What a load of old nonsense domestic drivers don’t need
this and commercial van drivers trying to get to their next job will be
going bonkers if the scheme expands.
And let me tell you, one London council has made £3 million quid in
fines from three cameras restricting vehicles from entering certain
neighbourhoods – how the hell can a tradesperson deal with this type
of infringement of liberties; how can homeowners ever get any work
done.
These councils (and the London Mayor) ought to get a dose of
commonsense – we need recovery thinking not hair-brained
roundabouts and money making schemes for the car fines kings at
outsourced firm Capita.
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Installers of Commercial
Façades and Windows,
Doors, Extensions & Other
Home Improvements
You can find all the latest
daily news at
TheInstaller.pro

Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
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Unit 3, Lloyd Street, Parkgate, Rotherham, S62 6JG

Tel 01709 710100 Fax 01709 525262
Email info@connaughtconservatories.co.uk

www.connaughtroofs.com

Three Solid Roofs - One Fabricator

www.connaughtroofs.co.uk

Give us a call for all your Conservatory Roof needs on

01709 710100
WE DO MORE - SO YOU DO LESS

PROFINDER
Tel: 07932 243 008

Access Systems

Fo
or all your access control
an
nd door hardware
solutions
Electric Strikes
Deadlocking Bolts
● Waterproof Keypads
● Compact Shearlocks
● Deadlocks & Deadlatches
● Lo
ock Accessories
● Tr
ransom Door Closers
● Vortex Magnets
●
●

01202 676262
info@alpro.co.uk
w w w. a l p ro . c o . u k

www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Colour Applicators

Conservatory Roofs

AN INDUSTRY LEADING
COLOUR COATING SPECIALIST
FOR WINDOWS, DOORS AND
ROOFLINE
ANY COLOUR IN 5 DAYS

Get a FREE Quote
on 01924 454856
or visit
kolorseal.co.uk

Audio Window Systems

Handling Equipment

Baypole Jacks
You can buy jacking kits from as
little as £6.00 each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.

£6.00 each
Jacking kits for £

Flyscreens

Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

Ref: Fab11

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

Corner Protectors
“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

Profile Bending
Machinery

G.M.FORMERS
DRY PVCU PROFILE BENDING
HIGH SPEC FORMERS FOR ALL PROFILES
t: +44(0)1744 24256
f: +44(0)1744 24279
e: geoff@gmformers.com
w: www.gmformers.com

Window openers

PROFINDER

Profile Bending

Tel: 07932 243 008
Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Planning Consultants
Spares for Repairs

Profile Bending

Window Bags & Display Cases

Window Protection Film

Andywrap® Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)
“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profi
file
i bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE
• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
INDUSTRY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Call Freephone:

0800 0850006

sales@andywrap.net

Prestige

windows and doors

Prestige, the latest addition to our
innovative aluminium range – created

1.3 U-value

around their patented corner –

Double glazed

offers 3 different outer frame sizes

0.9 U-value

to accommodate different plaster

Triple glazed

lines and window reveals. Ensuring

W/(m²K) for Prestige
windows subject to

a perfect, neat ﬁnish, all delivered on
lightning fast turnarounds. Prestige

speciﬁcation

Flush is a beaded 80mm system that
introduces doors to the Sheerline
range, and perfectly complements
the ultra slim Classic beadless system.

12 Colours
and dual
colours
f rom stock
including
anodised

So if you are looking for aluminium windows and
doors that offer great value, without the extended

Av a i l a b l e f r o m

leadtimes and compromises of more mundane
aluminium systems, Sheerline from Garrards delivers.

Discover Sheerline
aluminium - and give
yourself the edge

Call 01296 66 88 99 for a quote
or contact us for more information
Fax: 01296 301839 | enquiries@garrardwindows.co.uk
www.garrardwindows.co.uk

